
Redeclare 
Independence.

Vote Libertarian.



Democracy: two wolves and a lamb voting
on what to have for lunch.

Vote Libertarian



0 I owe:
$197,000

Times
I have
voted:

  Stop billing her.
Vote

Libertarian



Please don't feed
the Donkeys & Elephants

It just increases their output



Ask not what your country can
make other people do for you.

Vote Libertarian



The nanny state is
trickle-up poverty



Libertarian
Because we can't
all be freeloaders



All we are
saying
is give

markets
a chance

Free market
=

peaceful
voluntary
exchange Vote Libertarian



       Elephants in your bedroom?
       Donkeys in your wallet?
Vote Libertarian 

x

x



Vote Democrat
It's easier than
working

Vote Republican
It's easier than
tolerating



Do you think Left, or Right?
Only one party thinks different.

The Libertarian Party. R
igh

t

Le
ft



Civil Liberties. Free Markets.
50% liberal. 50% conservative.
100% Libertarian.



Personal responsibility,
not legislated morality.

Free markets, not a nanny state.
Libertarian.



If You Want:
a chaperone
a magic nanny
to be a grownup

Vote:
Republican

Democrat
Libertarian



When Republicans
are in power,

man oppresses man.

When Democrats
are in power,

it's the opposite.
Vote different.   Vote Libertarian.



Voted Republican against the welfare state?
Voted Democrat against the warfare state?

How's that working out for you? 
Vote loud and clear. Vote Libertarian.



Some people would do 
anything for social progress 

except take an economics class



The Right has no heart.
The Left has no brain.
Vote Libertarian



Legalize anything that's
peaceful and honest

Vote Libertarian



$It's your body. It's your money.
Libertarian:

Pro-choice on everything.



Skool
Choice

Don't let your kids out-
smart you. Send them

to a government school.



Protect us from each other,
not from our own choices.
Vote Libertarian



You're not really free
without the freedom to

make your own mistakes.
Vote  Libertarian.



          Your money.  Your body.  Your planet.
Take responsibility for 
what you do with them.

Vote Libertarian.



The Libertarian Party symbol:
Because there isn't a

statue of responsibility.



Drug Prohibition
Keeping criminals

employed since 1920



The experts
agree: gun

control works



Man cannot be trusted with guns.
        That's why women have

the right to keep and bear them.



Less government.
More tolerance.
Vote Libertarian.



How much freedom
can you tolerate?
Vote Libertarian



Bans
Our freedom
is more important than

some politician's good idea



No government licensing for
marriage, baptism, exorcism,
communion, ordination, excommunication, canonization, ...

Vote Libertarian



Libertarians: Pro-Choice on   
Schools, Marriage, Healthcare,
Procreation, Retirement Savings, Gambling,

Foreign Trade, Substance Use, Wages & Hours, Adult Entertainment,
Keeping all you earn, Donating For Any Political Ad, Hiring Any Healer, Guns, How To Decrease Pollution,

Taking risks with your body , Whether your taxes subsidize corporations, Encryption, Private currencies, Using the Internet, Alternative vehicles, ...



The smallest minority is the individual. Those 
who tolerate the majority's limits on 
individual freedom cannot claim to be 
tolerant of minorities.                          



Real liberals
vote Libertarian



Liberal  
classic

Classical Liberal
=

Libertarian



Classical Liberal = Libertarian
“The legitimate powers of 

government extend to such acts 
only as are injurious to others.”



Nanny-State Liberal

Dime a
 Dozen

Classical Liberal

Priceless



Constitution Defend it from our
politicians, or it won't 
defend us from them.

Vote  Libertarian.



Government should be
in nobody's pocket.

Vote Libertarian



lib·er·tar·i·an·ism n. the idea that 
you own yourself – your body, 
peaceful labor, clean production, 
and voluntary exchanges



Government:
Kills Freedom

On Contact



True conservatives
vote Libertarian



Think
Freely

LP.
org



Liberty and justice
for each.

  Vote Libertarian.



Keep Voting Libertarian
Until You're Too Free



Vote Libertarian
Win a   free country


